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Ultimate Fantasy XV is a road trip that comes dangerously close to running out of gas, beaching in smoke long enough to provide a rich and rewarding open world experience that embraces friendship bonding just as much as the thrill of hunting for rare treasure and beasts. The concept of hitting the open
road in convertible with three friends is largely successful, consisting of a pit stop at a roadside dinner, a detour to the lakes for a quiet night of fishing, campfires under the stars, and expeditions through the desert to find a landmark for a group photo. The ultimate fantasy XV captures the space cruising
down american interstate, but also the boredom that comes from staring down hundreds of miles of open road, or not having anything more to say to people in the car. If you can tolerate the baffling amount of time where nothing but travel happens, Ultimate Fantasy XV is a good game that tops the
traditions of the series and stands as a uniquely satisfying adventure. Although much of the focus is on road trip, this is not a traditional story coming of age for the four young Mr. in the car. The hero Prince Noktis hit the road not on his own will to attend his wedding, but on his father's orders. Noktis is set
to live with Lady Lunafria to bring together two kingdoms and end the threat of war. The narrative sticks to the basic beats and doesn't try to overshadow the player with lore or branch yarns, something the 13th fantasy finale grappled with. The story ends up a fun and emotional ride. The camaraderie
between Noktis and his friends is beautifully said, as are the turmoil that plagued the kingdom. Like a car rolling along the highway, the story doesn't dwell on special moments for too long, and moves along with the speed of passion and panic. Some big, emotional scenes are hurt by the pressure to move,
but the political jargon is kept to a minimum and the focus is instead on the development of characters. I was a big fan of the X-Fantasy Finale group, but thanks to the clever (and often hilarious) dialogue, the characters in the X-V fantasy finale are my favorite in the series. Prompto is tall and full of bad
pranks, but he's sweet at heart and easy to root for. Ignis is the voice of father-like intellect. Gladiolos is relaxed and reserved, but ends up winged perfect. Noctis is a bit of a cipher (which deepens disconnection in emotional moments), but he is a great leader, and an interesting and conflicting figure is
torn between his duties to the kingdom and wanting a different life. The characters get stronger with their interests, which are brilliantly sewn into the story and gameplay. Prompto is a photographer, and he snaps as many photos as he can during the trip. Whenever the group of friends relaxes for the
night, the player can see all the images he's taken, and he can even save them. Ignis's love of food is as much fun to follow. Whenever he sees someone eating a new dish, or discovering a substance, he has a Yurika moment, and he lowers the recipe, It can benefit the group with significant (though
temporary) feature bumps. The group machine, Regalia, is as much a character as they are. Unfortunately, I find it more of a thorn in the side of progress than an antagonist (which I dare ruin from that mystery). Although most of the game takes place on the road, the car cannot be controlled in a
traditional way. The top speed is approximately 50 mph (60 with upgrades), and its basic movements, such as rotating or changing lanes, are predetermined. It feels like it's on the rails - you're more of an observer than the driver. Players are better off letting Ignis take the wheel, if a quick trip is not
available - that's often the case. Some trips can take 10 minutes upwards. During these painful long rides, you'll even see Gladyolus read a book in the back of the head and almost tell the player to do something else than pay attention to the game. Car design is a commemorative debacle, especially given
the open world of which many roads are not formed; the same roads are taken over and over again. Regalia eventually becomes a more useful flying vehicle, but not until after the game is finished - another strange decision. Given how fruitless parts of the world are, I never wanted to just run aimlessly
through it. Yes, there are treasures to find from the beaten track, but you'll find a lot to do along the way. Even fighting monsters in certain areas is somewhat scarce. Yet the world is not wasted. The abundance of side missions will take you to where you need to go, and many are enjoyable. Yes, a good
number of variations are fetching, but the Anixian field does a good job of making them worth their time. I always felt like I was finding something new, unlocking new abilities, or choking on a secret that had been buried for centuries. The game is designed with side effort and hunting in mind, and can be a
blast if the player embraces these elements. Some tasks even take you to a highly designed dungeon, complete with over-the-top boss battles. Fighting crafted simplicity, offering a wide range of team-based strategies on top of the need for fast and skillful. Although the fight feels more like an action game
in The Devil's Verin may be crying or god of war, the RPG convention is the foundation, and it ends up an excellent hybrid experience. Nuctis' weapons are very versatile in terms of performance and strength, but the best (and most gorgeous) attacks are the graft strikes that Noktis coordinates with his
friends. Faulty camera tracking sometimes gets annoying, acts as blanket objects, but I look forward to every encounter, and many felt incredibly balanced and challenging. This is one of those games where you use the escape button to attack the size, and it can feel great if you get in the run or deal with
enemy attacks. Monster hunting missions are especially great for this type of game, but I wish more than one could be active at a time. The Most are about the weapon game. Magic falls into the role of consumerable items rather than skill, meaning you don't use them much since they are in low supply,
but they pack a satisfying punch (and even hit your characters if you're careful). Don't expect many subpoenas in battle. Most are tied to story sequences or special circumstances. Summoning is a view to hold, always showing Godzilla-like scales and high levels of destruction. As I dwell on a good groove
with the open world, the story takes a dramatic change and the game's final third becomes a linear experience. I've enjoyed a good part of the content that's unfolding these seasons, but XV Fantasy's final attempt at stealth is clunky and frustrating, and unfortunately the backbone of the game's longest
season, which sees Noctis review the lead on his own. I like that the field took a chance at changing the action and trying to keep it up with the story's developments, but the result is the feeling that the two games were crushed together - the experience of the open world and the action then. It's not a bad
thing, but it was a shocking revelation that I wasn't prepared for. Everything you do is dedicated through an excellent leveling system, where points exchange the ability to make meaningful upgrades for Noctis and crew. From opening powerful new techniques to smaller assists like AP points being
rewarded for driving or winning chocobo racing, I was always looking to do as much as possible to earn more abilities. It's not a game of weapons or armor collectors - you don't want much of it out of Noctis' weapon, which is tied to the critical path. More increases in power come from ability improvements
or upgrades, a design I don't think I would like, but ended up appreciating imsize by the time the credits run out, as my party had become a serious wrecking crew. The ultimate fantasy XV is unlike any RPG or open world experience I've played before. Succeeds and struggles in finding its unique stance,
but a few problematic plots don't hold it back from being hell of a trip. Just a few days after playing it, I found myself reflecting on that with interest. The thoughts of that damn car are shut down and blanketed by Noktis' journey and some of the stunning moments that unfolded within it. I wasn't a fan of the
13th ultimate fantasy sequel, but I hope the field is back with another XV or a similarly designed sequel to iron out rough spots. There's a solid foundation here begging for more scrutiny, the best ultimate fantasy games often intended for their layered characters and stories, but it won't be the ultimate
legacy of XV fantasy. Save for a few minor arches and some impressive cutscenes, the story of deposed Prince Noctis and his three bodyguards finally leaves little room for his stars to evolve and earn their affection. But check out the ultimate fantasy XV story you prepare for a difficult trial tucked away at
Eos, imposing games and grace World. Its best quests and treasures extend well beyond Noctis's combat needs, and it's a follow-up that will embrace you appreciating your brothers, and ultimate XV fantasy in the long run. We are meeting Noktis and his crew for the first time on the prince's wedding
path; a political marriage to his childhood friend designed to unite nations opposed to their families. Soon after, Noktis receives news that his fiancée's father ordered an attack on the home town of Noktis, killing his father, King Regis, claiming to lead a powerful crystal. In an attempt to reclaim the throne
and restore balance to the world, Noctis must find ancestral weapons scattered in tombs lost across Eos, battle hundreds of monsters, and go to the head claws with powerful gods. Eos's best efforts and treasures extend well beyond Noctis's combat needs, and it's a follow-up that will embrace you your
brothers' appreciation, and the ultimate XV fantasy in the long run. But it's a fantasy anchored by more mundane, real-world elements; Noktis and co sleep in motels, eat in roadside diners, and gossip with down-to-earth cooks between missions. Among the relative working-class people who populate
many Eos, their party sticks like a sore thumb. They ride in striking highlights, overly fashionable outfits and their hair flared in the wind. Other stylish elites make appearances during cutscenes, of course, but their meetings with far more subscribers than their royal appointments - there are at least 80 side
quests, and only 14 story chapters. For the vast majority of the game, there is a very real disconnect between your party and the outside world that has never been fully addressed. Unlike many of his predecessors, the ultimate fantasy of XV embraces the principles of contemporary open world play from
the very beginning: out of story missions, you're free to explore vast environments and in dozens of side quests in your spare time. Townfolk, seemingly unaware of your prince status, will hire you on a number of tasks including infrastructure maintenance, scientific field work, gem hunting, and farming
style. Dictating your time to track rewards has a side effect: the easier you become to live in Eos doing honest, more distant and less important concerns Noctis feels. It doesn't help that most NPCs prefer to talk about their magazine publishing businesses or recipes from important world affairs. And as far
as your bodyguards are concerned: they're cruising content around Eos in your fancy car, leaving pranks and taking selfies. With the nucletis crew -- muscle gladioles, brain ignis, and the painlessness of comic relief -- what you see is what you get. Each character is treated in the spotlight during specific
story-to-time missions, but these events, which currently seem major, have little long-term impact. Your friends travel for entourages full of ups and downs, offering colorful banter tones during their journey, but it's disappointing to see the characters supporting -- That typically has diverse backgrounds and
curious characters in ultimate fantasy games - falling into stereotypical, endless roles. It's frustrating to see supporting characters -- a group that normally has diverse backgrounds and curious characters in fantasy finals games -- fell into stereotypical and endless roles. During the first half of the story,
missions are designed to familiarize you with the ebb and flow of the open world; how to make money, where to spend it, and how to improve after work a hard day. More importantly, you learn how to fight. There are many things to manage in the fight - despite only having direct control over Noctis as
opposed to your entire party - that makes for a satisfying juggling act when you understand the speed demanding the game and the extent of your abilities. Although you can pause the action to re-equip characters and use mid-battle items, otherwise non-stop combat, the process is fluid and very different
from previous ultimate fantasy systems. Unlike the ultimate FANTASY XII that allows you to dictate the behavior of your entourage, you have to rely on artificial intelligence to ensure your fellows turn their backs on the ultimate XV fantasy. The only time you can issue direct orders is when they trade
enough damage and fill a meter, and you call upon an ability you have dedicated to them. Holding down a button, Noktis delivers a cameo attack until it's interrupted by an enemy. If you are fast, you can press another button to phase through the incoming attack and continue your attack. Noctis can also
attack war from large distances, swapping between four weapons - mid-jazz band if needed--, cast magic, and in rare cases, summon God-like Astrals onto the battlefield to mop off enemies. The Astrals are powerful spirits aligned with Notis throughout the story, to be summoned later in time. They offer
some of the most impressive moments in the game - typical of the ultimate summoning fantasy - strong high above the war while unleashing incredible displays of power. But much like distant friends, you only see Astrals when it works for your app. Each of the four Astrals you obtain for very specific battle
conditions, but even if all the criteria are met -- dangerously low health in the vicinity of water, in one case -- there is no guarantee that a austral will actually appear. Where you can always count on summons to save the day in previous final fantasy games, it's disheartening that they usually fail to appear
during the ultimate fantasy battles of the hardest XV. There are many things to manage in combat, which makes for a satisfying juggling act when you understand the speed demanding the game and the extent of your abilities. More than not, you can at least rely on magic to hammer tough enemies when
Astrals are out of reach. Spells can be crafted with ice bottling, fire, and lightning harvested from elemental springs in dungeons and the world too, and you can also combine these elements with items to increase strength and additional status effects, tradeoff being You're sacrificing valuable goods in this
process -- spells are consumables, not permanent abilities. It is important to pay attention to what you cast, but also where you cast it, as your party can suffer frostbite, burns, and shock if they stand too close to the impact point. While this sounds bad, it adds an appreciatible layer of strategy to combat
that makes you weigh the risks and benefits of getting the easy way. As you gain experience and a high level, your party pledges ability points that can be spent on the network climb menu to promote things like AI behaviors in battle, or strengthen Noctis' collection of skills. You can also unlock passive
abilities that will help you earn money and experience points faster as you explore the open world. But all told, the AP is in short supply and the network has broken down into many categories, making it difficult to decide where to focus its efforts. Finally, the accessories do a heavy lifting when it comes to
character customization. They typically increase the statistics of characters, but may also offer protection from catching status and affecting their entourage behaviors. On the other hand, most of the weapons you obtain are less exciting and varied, and you may be shocked and disappointed when you
discover that every trader carries only one or two for the whole game. And don't be fooled by the Dress menu; It seems odd that there are a few clothing options, not only because there is a inventory screen dedicated to them, but because of the few clothes you can wear come with small but noticeable
effects on your party's features. They clearly serve a greater purpose, but are largely treated like a thought afterwards. You can take more than twice the amount of time it takes to finish the story and still have plenty of valuable adventures demanding your attention. By the time you deal with the second
half of the ultimate fantasy story XV missions, you will be amazed how fast the season remains to go by. These are linear efforts, some shorter than an hour. You can always explore the world in your spare time, but this tightly designed dungeon runs and operates fast motion piece sets and draws you in



with spectacular cutscenes. Assuming you let it pull you along, with minimal side tracking, it's possible to finish the final fantasy XV story in about 30 hours. It's short by the ultimate fantasy standards, but after the credits roll, the real fun is just getting started. The ultimate content fantasy XV endgame is
some of the best in the whole game. Big unreasonable monsters, legendary weapons, and mysterious high-level dungeons lie waiting if you choose to continue playing. You can take more than twice the amount of time it takes to finish the story and still have plenty of valuable adventures demanding your
attention. More than 60 It's from. I recently discovered strange locked doors unlike anything else I've seen up to this point, lying inside indoor bunkers of high-level dungeons. I don't know how to open them, but the wonder of my party... And also myself... It's enough to make me try to get on the ives and
find a way. I'm also in the middle of a questline that promises to reward me with the strongest weapon in the game, but only if I can get out of between powerful creatures that almost scale astrals impressively. When the ultimate fantasy XV finally runs its course, these are the moments I remember most.
One of the first things you see when you boot the game is the claim of a final fantasy for fans and first-timers. It's a strange statement; fans can't agree on what makes a good final fantasy game, and who knows why newcomers shied away from the series in the past. It's been ten years since the XV
fantasy finale first unfolded, and tastes have changed in the meantime. While it's safe to assume fans and outsideers will find some aspects of the ultimate fantasy XV disappointing - it's a shallow story or finnicky Astrals - it will be hard for anyone to deny that the ultimate Fantasy XV is an attractive game
after giving it a chance. Where its characters manage to impress, the ultimate fantasy XV beautiful world and exciting day-saving challenges. Day.
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